
“Active equality means
people having the
power to act together to
bring about change…”

SOCIETY OF EQUALS

Graeme Cooke

The quest for greater equality is a central mission in Labour
politics. As the election approaches, the party needs a new
egalitarian agenda to broaden and deepen its attack on
inequality. The goal should be a Britain of powerful people in
a reciprocal society – rooted in an understanding of shared
fate and the ways a more equal society benefits us all. 

This means challenging concentrations of power and
structural injustice – harnessing the state, markets and society
where possible, and curbing each where necessary. In
government Labour has sometimes been too hands off with
the market and too hands on with the state; too unwilling to
challenge market outcomes, then overly reliant on the state as
a corrective force. Both the state and markets can empower,
but both can overpower too. 

Labour should combine government’s essential role in
redistributing resources with the pursuit of ‘active equality’.
This means ensuring the rules of the game are democratic and
egalitarian, so people have the real power to shape the
outcomes they seek, alongside others. It lights the way
towards a richer policy agenda and a more powerful case for
equality consistent with Labour’s core traditions and values.
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It was February 2008 – at a cabinet sub-committee to discuss the
joint bid Ed Balls and I had put in for the budget to increase
spending on child poverty. A bit of a stand-off had been reached,
when someone pierced the atmosphere by saying: ‘The problem
with this child poverty goal is it’s a milestone around the
government’s neck.’

Alistair Darling committed £1.7 billion in that budget to
help 250,000 children out of poverty. Because it tracks the living
standards of the average family, our child poverty goal is a
measure of inequality. For a government that was thought not to
care about inequality, we certainly spent a lot of money on it.

In fact, the opposite is true – we did care about inequality.
It was Tony Blair who committed us to ending child poverty. If
we could be accused of anything, it wasn’t lack of ambition. I
remember describing it to a left wing Democrat in Mayor
Bloomberg’s administration in New York and she thought I was
pulling her leg. She said they’d never get a relative child poverty
target through in the USA. Hence the milestone quip.

Why then, did people think we didn’t care about
inequality? Partly because of an early reluctance to talk about
equality, as if it was part of the old Labour baggage we were
leaving behind; partly because reducing inequality in an
industrialised country is extremely hard. Technological and
industrial change means that there is an inequality drift in most
advanced economies, with the gap rising through market forces
unless the government and society counteracts it.

As this paper shows, Britain was one of the few countries to
dent that trend over the last decade. Our tax and benefit changes
were highly redistributive. But in some areas we hadn’t defined
the inequalities we cared about, and when we did, we judged
ourselves by yardsticks that were extremely hard to meet.



Labour should be clear that we care about inequality, but
also clarify which inequalities we care about most and why.
Graeme Cooke’s paper points the way. We want powerful 
people in a reciprocal society. That simple goal guides where we
should spend public resources and political capital: on the
inequalities that stop people being powerful and society being
reciprocal.

First, that means ensuring everyone can reach their full
potential. That cannot happen if children grow up in poverty, or
if our public services are rationed by money. Graeme’s argument
that we should prevent selection by mortgages in our schools is a
powerful one.

Second, it means aiming for an active idea of equality,
where people achieve equality for themselves and with others
rather than having it given to them. It is true, as the New Liberal
thinker LT Hobhouse said, that you can’t have liberty without
equality, but also that you can’t have real equality without
responsibility.

Our goal isn’t a system where people remain
disempowered, the market outcome remains unjust, and we try
to correct it through redistribution. Our goal is a society where
people are powerful, which we achieve by making the rules of
the game egalitarian, so that they take responsibility. In short, a
society which is more equal because people are more powerful,
rather than one which is more equal because the tax system is
more powerful.

So, if the rules of the game on how top corporate pay is set
are rewarding people more than their increases in productivity
would suggest is deserved, we should look at the structure of
power and interests on remuneration committees, rather than
imposing a maximum wage. If people are living in the UK but
not paying towards our public services, we should change the
rules of the game so they do. If people are working hard but not
earning enough money to look after their family, we need to look
at a Living Wage.

Equality matters. But it won’t be achieved passively. It will
be achieved through an idea of active equality, which will both
work better in practice, and go with the grain of public opinion.
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That is the best and most durable route to a society of equals.

James Purnell MP, Director of the Open Left project
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Summary
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Greater equality has always been a core mission driving Labour
politics, a commitment re-energised by the financial crisis and its
damaging consequences. In government, Labour has tolerated
too much inequality but never been clear enough about the sort
of equality it wants to pursue or the most pressing inequalities it
seeks to address. This has limited the effectiveness of its policy
agenda for greater equality and undermined the political case in
support of it. It also means that its record – credible by
international and historical standards, if far from perfect – is
judged against a metric it neither embraced nor challenged.

With an election looming, Labour needs to articulate a
compelling analysis of the state of the country and a clear
argument about its vision for it. This should be a Britain of
powerful people and a reciprocal society. This grows from an
understanding of shared fate and the ways a more equal society
benefits us all. It means all individuals having the real freedom
to pursue their idea of the good life, within the context of a
strong, reciprocal society. This is a vision that demands action to
reduce unjustified inequalities in a range of areas, particularly
tackling concentrations of power and structural injustices. This,
in turn, requires harnessing the potential of both the state and
markets where possible, and constraining them where necessary.
It means supporting the creation of wealth and caring about its
distribution.

The Gini coefficient – the most common measure of
income inequality – tells us something, but far from everything,
about how Britain matches up against this vision. It collapses
everyone’s lives and the condition of society into a single figure,
while leaving out much that we have reason to value. This
includes many non-cash public goods like education, work and
the environment; a range of non-material goods like



relationships, time and well-being; as well as human agency,
freedom and choice. The evidence presented in Richard
Wilkinson and Kate Pickett’s book The Spirit Level underlines the
importance of thinking about equality and its impacts across a
wide range of domains.1 One consequence of the limitations of
the Gini coefficient is that making it the prime metric of success
offers a partial guide to policy making. Also, evidence suggests
that simply asserting equality as an abstract goal has similarly
limited political purchase.

Labour needs, in short, a broader and deeper egalitarian
agenda. Broader, by addressing inequalities in the range of
capabilities that contribute to people’s lives going well, not just
material resources. Sometimes this will mean ensuring people
have at least a basic level of a particular ‘good’ (eg decent
housing), in others the distribution of ‘goods’ will be a matter of
concern (eg democratic power). And deeper, by addressing the
structural injustices and concentrations of power that drive these
inequalities, as well as directly ameliorating their worst
consequences. This means combining the indispensible role for
government in guaranteeing certain outcomes and redistributing
resources, with a more ‘active equality’ where democratic and
egalitarian institutions and ‘rules of the game’ give people the
chance to shape the outcomes they seek for themselves and
alongside others.

The lesson from Labour’s time in office so far is that it has
been too hands off with the market and too hands on with the
state: too unwilling to challenge market outcomes, then overly
reliant (and optimistic) about the potential of the state as a
corrective force. Both the state and markets can empower, but
both can overpower too. Labour also needs a political agenda
that reflects people’s natural instincts to improve their own
situation but also their concern for whether the lives of others go
well, based on the reality of shared fate. In developing a future
policy agenda, Labour should think harder about trying to affect
the unjust drivers and limit the unjust impacts of inequalities –
challenging inequality at source.

In the particular context of the ‘super-rich’, this means
focusing on what is most problematic about the causes and
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consequences of the very affluent ‘pulling away’ at the top of
society. This is likely to prove a more fruitful approach than
trying to define a limit on top pay or seeking to pursue an
optimum level of the Gini coefficient. Its goal is to spread 
power and challenge the dominance of sectional interests, for the
good of society as a whole. In this spirit, the following policies
are proposed:
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· Ensure that anyone benefiting from living and working in the UK pays
tax here. Scrap the anomalous ‘non dom’ status and clarify tax
rules for UK citizens taking up residence abroad and non-UK
citizens coming to live and work here.

· Open up remuneration committees to employees and investors – and
limit the number someone can sit on. Require employee and
shareholder representation in decisions about executive rewards,
as part of a broader move to spread power within firms.

· Promote a greater diversity of ownership models, starting with the
remutualisation of Northern Rock. Restore tax advantages and
establish a public endowment to support the growth of mutual
organisations, where power is negotiated and rewards are spread
– including models with greater employee ownership.

· Widen parental choice and ensure fair admissions in education by
ending selection by house price. Open up catchment areas, end
proximity tests for admissions, allow new schools to be set up
and good ones to expand – then allocate places at
oversubscribed schools by ballot.

· Protect democracy from being bought by sectional interests by limiting
the size of donations to political parties. Place a low limit on
individual donations to political parties, cap spending between
and during elections, and provide public funding for political
education, local campaigning and democratic activism.

· Encourage the spreading of wealth by taxing the receiver of inheritance,
rather than the giver. Replace inheritance tax with a gift tax, to
limit transmissions of unearned wealth and encourage wealth to
be spread more widely.

The overall fiscal impact of these measures depends on
their precise design, with clear choices for policy makers. Any net



revenue raised should be split between paying down the deficit
and ending the scandal of poverty among working people. This
policy agenda for ‘active equality’ – complementing traditional
redistribution – emphasises the role of human agency and
collective organisation in bringing about change. It responds to
what many find troubling about the ‘gaps’ in our society – the
impacts of which are powerfully presented in The Spirit Level – in
a way that resonates with a widely shared sense of justice and
fairness. This draws on the enduring Labour case for equality
and it can be remade again for today.

Summary







Introduction
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For many, Labour’s record on equality cuts to the core of the
debate about its entire record in government. Attacks come from
both sides of the political divide. David Cameron used his
conference speech last year to argue that the Conservatives are
now the party best placed to tackle poverty and inequality.2
Many voices on the liberal left criticise what they see as Labour’s
timidity in failing to strike out in a more decisively egalitarian
direction.3 A common refrain is that society has become more
unequal, with the gap between rich and poor getting bigger.

In response, defenders of the government’s record tend to
make two points. First, that Labour’s record, by historical and
international standards, is actually stronger than its critics from
both left and right suggest. And second, given public
ambivalence about inequality,4 progress has been commendable,
if stealthy, considering this partially inhospitable backdrop.

This paper will consider the truth of the government’s
record on equality. However, the core argument it advances is
that Labour has tolerated too much inequality and never been
clear enough about which inequalities it cared about and why.
There are some advantages to such intellectual imprecision, but
it has undermined getting the policy and politics right. It has
constrained Labour’s ability to make a compelling case or to
sustain a coalition of support for a more equal society. It has also
hindered an effective policy agenda and governing philosophy to
reduce the inequalities it cares about most. The result has been
some wrong steps and insufficient prioritisation, among the
many good things that have been done. It also means the party’s
record gets judged against a yardstick that it has neither
embraced nor challenged.

In response, Labour should deepen and broaden its attack
on unjustified inequalities – and especially those that undermine



the goal of making people more powerful and society more
reciprocal. It can broaden its agenda by focusing on inequalities
in the range of capabilities that contribute to people’s lives going
well, not just material resources. And it can deepen it by
addressing the structural injustices and concentrations of power
that drive such inequalities, as well as seeking to ameliorate them
directly through redistribution. This would open up a richer
seam of policy strategies and frame a political argument more
resonant with the public. Abstract measures of resource
inequality, such as the Gini coefficient, offer important insights.
But they do not capture all that is valuable about the quality of
people’s lives or the condition of society – nor do they help
prioritise actions to improve them.

What does a Britain of powerful people and a reciprocal
society mean? A powerful person is someone who has the real
freedom to pursue their idea of the good life, the actual power
to, in Amartya Sen’s phrase, ‘do this or be that’, including
freedom from the arbitrary control or domination of something
and someone else. A reciprocal society is the necessary context
for people to be powerful and is sustained, in turn, by powerful
people. It is the space between (and independent from) the state,
markets and citizens, where we respect the relational, mutual
nature of life and the need for power and interests to be
exercised through negotiation not domination. Creating such a
society depends most fundamentally on the agency of people
and their relationships with one another. However, it also
requires Britain to be a society of equals, which is incompatible
with serious and unjustified inequalities. So there is a central role
for an egalitarian political project aimed at putting both the state
and the market to use in the service of this end – and
constraining both when they undermine it.

It has been widely asserted that the events of the past
couple of years herald a new centre-Left moment. The financial
crisis has reopened many ideological debates that have laid
dormant for over a decade, while the forthcoming general
election is focusing attention on different visions for the future of
the country. However, whether the consequence of this moment
is a political project with a credible agenda for a more equal

Introduction



society is far from assured. This paper aims to help those people
who want it to be so.

21





1 More or less equal 
under Labour?

23

It is important to start by considering Labour’s record on
equality – specifically income equality – in government. The
critique of this record is usually that Labour either downplayed
equality as a goal and so was indifferent to the trends or that 
its efforts to reduce inequality were pursued too cautiously and
too quietly. Both critiques contain an element of truth, but not
the whole truth. And on their own they provide a limited guide
to where next. We’ll get to that later, but first let us look at 
the facts.

The most commonly used measure of income inequality is
the Gini coefficient. This is a calculation for measuring the
distribution of income among the population and, more
precisely, the gap between the top and the bottom. As Figure 1
indicates, on this measure, inequality carried on rising after 1997,
continuing the substantial upward trend since the early 1980s. It
then fell year on year between 2000 and 2004, the only period of
sustained decline seen since 1979. According to the OECD this
puts the UK among only a small handful of developed countries
to have shown a trend to decreasing inequality at any point in
the last 20 years.5 However the Gini coefficient has picked up
again in recent years, reaching its highest level since 1961 and
well above the OECD average.6

The Gini coefficient is an overall composite measure, which
reduces inequality to a single figure. Digging a little deeper
reveals a more nuanced story. For instance, inequality measured
by the 90:10 ratio – comparing the position of the 10th and 90th
percentile in the income distribution – fell between 1996–97 and
2004–05, before rising slightly in the following two years.7
Figure 2 demonstrates this trend more clearly, by showing that
across around three-quarters of the population – especially
between the 20th and the 90th percentile – the income



distribution has become more equal under Labour. This is
because the incomes of households towards the bottom of the
distribution have grown more quickly than those in the middle
and towards the top.

This hasn’t happened by accident. It is the result of rising
employment (until early 2008), robust wage growth among the
lowest earners (following a series of minimum wage increases
above the rate of average earnings) and redistribution to low
income families and pensioners (through the benefit and tax
credit systems). As Figure 3 shows, this marks an almost exact
reverse from the distribution of income growth under the

More or less equal under Labour?

Figure 1 The Gini coefficient, 1979 to 2007–08 (GB)

Note: The Gini coefficient has been calculated using incomes
before housing costs have been deducted.

Source: Brewer et al, Poverty and Inequality in the UK: 2009
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previous Conservative government. This has led to falls in child
and pensioner poverty after two decades of growth. Rises in
poverty in 2007 and 2008 coincided with years when Labour
took its foot off the redistributive pedal. Contrary to David
Cameron’s argument, ‘big government’ played a significant part
in this progress – and it was when redistributive efforts were
stalled that progress was reversed.

So, given these trends, why has the Gini coefficient risen to
its highest level since the early 1960s? The reason – demon-
strated in Figure 2 – is that the ‘super-rich’ have got relatively
richer, while the ‘super-poor’ have got relatively poorer.8

The causes of poverty are complex, varied and often highly
specific. Factors like debt, worklessness, family breakdown,

Figure 2 Real income growth by percentile point, 1996–97 to
2007–08 (GB)

Notes: The change in income at the 1st percentile is not shown on this graph.
Incomes have been measured before housing costs have been deducted. The
differently shaded bars refer to decile groups.

Source: Brewer et al, Poverty and Inequality in the UK: 2009
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More or less equal under Labour?

Figure 3 Real income growth by quintile group (GB)

Labour: 1996–97 to 2007–08

Conservatives: 1979 to 1996–97

Notes: The averages in each quintile group correspond to the
midpoints – the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th and 90th percentile points of
the income distribution. Incomes have been measured before
housing costs have been deducted.

Source: Brewer et al, Poverty and Inequality in the UK: 2009
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educational failure and addiction can all be significant factors in
need of attention. But so is not having enough money. One of
the main reasons the income of those in the bottom two deciles
has fallen behind is that the value of out of work benefits has
continued to decline relative to average incomes, coupled with
there still being too many households where no one works.

At the other end of the income distribution, the ‘super-rich’
– the top 10 per cent and especially the top 1 per cent – have
rapidly ‘raced away’ from the rest. During Labour’s first term in
office average real income growth was highest among the top 1
per cent, and within that, among the top 0.1 per cent. This very
top group – nearly 47,000 people – experienced average real
income growth of over a third (37 per cent) between 1996–97 and
2000–01. These individuals disproportionately worked in
finance and business sectors and their rapidly rising rewards
correlate with the successful performance of the FTSE during
this time. Mirroring trends across the rest of distribution, these
gains were substantially lower in the following years (up until
2004–05 when the data series ends).9

Analysis over a longer time frame finds that the share of
total personal income going to the top 0.1 per cent declined from
3.5 per cent in 1949 to 1.3 per cent in 1979, before rising to 4.6
per cent in 2000.10 However, it is important to note that the top
10 per cent of income tax payers contribute over half of all
income tax revenue (53 per cent) and the top 1 per cent almost a
quarter (23 per cent).11 This helps pay for the schools, hospitals
and income transfers that reduce inequality considerably (see
below).

So what are we to make of this slightly confusing picture?
To assist in understanding what has gone on, the Institute for
Fiscal Studies has characterised Labour’s record as having three
main stages:

27

· In the first term, average income growth was strong (over 3 per
cent in real terms) but, unlike the late 1980s boom, this
prosperity was widely shared thanks to rising employment, the
minimum wage and tax credits. The bottom more than kept pace
with the middle and so poverty fell. However, incomes at the top



rose even faster. So income inequality (measured by the Gini
coefficient) rose.

· In the second term, average income growth was weaker but
robust redistribution to those at the bottom continued. The
result was that poverty fell further. During this period income
growth at the top slowed and was more in line with the rest of
the distribution (partly linked to the bursting of the dot com
bubble). So income inequality fell.

· During the third term, income growth has been virtually
stagnant for all but the richest, while public finance constraints
have limited the scope for further redistribution. The conse-
quence (so far) has been rises in both poverty and income
inequality (though extra spending on child poverty in particular,
especially in 2008, have yet to feed through into the figures).
The impact of the recession is still too early to call, but higher
unemployment, falling average incomes and the implosion of the
financial sector could produce greater income equality but also
greater poverty.12

More or less equal under Labour?

So this is what the data says. But how much does it actually
tell us about the lives people are able to lead and the sort of
society Britain is? That some people have a lot more money than
others and too many don’t have enough is an important insight,
but is it sufficient? Does it help us shape an effective policy
agenda, beyond the need for a progressive tax and benefit
system? And, politically, is it expressed in a way that resonates
with how people feel and talk about their own hopes and
struggles, their conception of fairness and justice, or the kind of
society they want to live in?

‘What do we want? A lower Gini coefficient!’ is not just an
unlikely rallying cry, but it also feels highly abstracted from
everyday life, while missing the real target of political concern. It
seems to leave out much of what is important and valuable, from
a myriad of non-cash public goods, non-monetary values and the
role of human agency and choice. One of the insights from the
evidence presented in The Spirit Level is that inequality affects a
wide range of outcomes in society, from levels of trust and
violence to social cohesion.13 This is where the work of Amartya



Sen and his capabilities framework is helpful in encouraging us
to consider the broader range of factors that enable people’s lives
to go well.14 Money is clearly central here, particularly the way it
enables people to expand their choices, horizons and oppor-
tunities. However, the left has rightly always argued that every-
thing of value cannot be reduced to money or measured by price.

Measures of income inequality do not capture a range of
non-cash public goods, such as the quality of education, health,
work, housing and the environment. These have strongly pro-
gressive impacts that reduce inequality when they are taken into
account. For example, including a range of ‘benefits in kind’
(such as health, education, transport and housing) more than
doubles the average post-tax income of the bottom 20 per cent
of households and reduces the ratio between the top and bottom
quintiles from around 7:1 to around 4:1.15 Recent cross-national
evidence finds that the impact of such non-cash benefits reduces
inequality by more in the UK than in any of four other compari-
son European countries (Italy, Belgium, Greece and Germany).
Such spending on housing, health and education also cuts the
overall UK poverty rate in half (16.5 per cent down to 8.1 per
cent), and the child poverty rate fourfold (19.5 per cent down to
5.2 per cent) – again the biggest impact among the countries
studied.16 Unfortunately this study does not include trend data
to help assess the impact of policy and spending over time.

If the only goal were lower disposable income inequality
then policy makers would be making a mistake in spending
resources on these non-cash public benefits, rather than 
boosting incomes, even where these are progressively targeted.17
However, few would deny that such investment in education,
health and housing is of immense value. Inequalities in access to
educational opportunities or the transmission of educational
disadvantages across generations are associated with the dis-
tribution of economic resources but they are not indistinguish-
able from them. The same can be said for inequalities in political
power or power in the workplace. Beyond this, there are many
non-material, intangible values – relationships, care and well-
being – which cannot be plotted on a graph but which are the
essence of a good life. Similarly, people will choose to value and
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prioritise money, as opposed to other ‘goods’, differently in their
life. Society benefits greatly from people choosing to generate
wealth, and getting their fair reward from doing so. The
problem, for the centre left, is that the chances of doing so are not
equally available to all.

However, in utilitarian fashion, the Gini coefficient
collapses the well-being of each to a single, undivided value. It is
hard to develop a rich and effective policy agenda when the goal
being targeted does not capture so much of what is important –
and provides such a limited guide to prioritisation. Politically, it
does not provide the most fruitful basis for making the case for
greater equality. Research by the Fabian Society suggests that
people are less convinced by abstract arguments for equality than
by arguments based on proportionate rewards and improving
quality of life for everyone.18

These limitations suggest it is worth at least asking whether
the level of the Gini coefficient is the best way to assess the state
of our society or if reductions in it are the best arbiter of
progress. Rises in income equality are likely to indicate troubling
trends, falls more positive ones. But it is arguably the processes
that drive income inequality and the consequences that result
from it that are of primary concern. This questioning is not
designed to justify a Labour retreat from an egalitarian agenda.
In fact, quite the opposite. It is a means to deepening and
broadening the party’s commitment by addressing head on what
it is about inequality that is most troubling and harmful.

More or less equal under Labour?







2 What sort of equality
should Labour pursue?

33

Greater equality is a fundamental and unifying goal of the
Labour Party and the broader centre-Left. This can be traced
back to the birth of the labour movement, through the writing of
Tawney, Crosland and Hattersley,19 to contemporary concerns
about the divisions and gaps in our society.20 For Crosland,
pursuing greater equality rather than greater public ownership
was the central purpose of the Labour Party. During the
development of New Labour overt egalitarian language was
undoubtedly downplayed. However, over the last couple of years
equality has been central to debates about the renewal and future
direction of the centre left. This has been given impetus by the
onset of the financial crisis, with anger about the ‘super-rich’
tapping into a strong Labour tradition of concern about fairness
and responsibility.

A central New Labour insight was the importance of
getting means and ends around the right way and in the right
place. But on equality the party arguably has something of a
muddle going back to Crosland. Labour people do tend
instinctively to favour greater equality for its own sake. But in
truth this commitment is more about the kind of society greater
equality helps to bring about and the kind of lives it enables
people to lead. Anger at inequality is rooted in the way it
constrains and undermines that better society – and the
structural injustices that cause it and are perpetuated by it. In
this sense greater equality is a means to an end, not an end in
itself. Crosland (and arguably Labour) also never decisively
answered the ‘equality of what?’ question: income or wealth;
opportunity or outcome; resources or capabilities?

The goal for Labour should be a Britain of equals, where
people are more powerful and society is more reciprocal. This
means everyone having the real freedom to pursue a life they



value – within an interdependent and mutual society. The basic
case for this vision does not rest on statistics or policy
programmes or complex theories. It is simple and intuitive and is
rooted in the idea of shared fate. The lives people are able to lead
– for good and for bad – are always the result of both personal
talent and effort and the opportunities and support provided by
others. Whether it is the love of family and friends, the benefit of
public goods, the advantages provided by society or simple good
fortune, our successes and happiness are partly our own and
partly shared. They are the product of both what we do and
where we come from. This is why a more equal society can be
good for everyone.

So Labour is right to be ‘for’ people who want to improve
themselves and their lives, but has sometimes underemphasised
how rarely, if ever, this happens in isolation. And rather than
diminishing or diluting people’s achievements, this recognition
that success is a team effort only enriches them. Similarly it is
undoubtedly true that most people want the best for them and
their families, but most also care whether the lives of others go
well. Our lives are intertwined so we have a stake in other
people: success is invariably a positive sum, not a zero sum
game. To take one obvious example, we all gain from a well-
educated society not just the individually well-educated. The
lesson is that a society where each person independently pursued
their own good, and thought ‘to hell with the rest’, would be
unlikely to end up maximising the goods of each or add up to
the good for all. As Saul Alinsky argued, ‘people cannot be free
unless they are willing to sacrifice some of their interests to
guarantee the freedom of others’.21

This is the essence of a Labour worldview and it helps to
inform the politics of greater equality and the policies needed to
secure it. It means that when people in our society do well (and
not just by getting rich) we should celebrate it and share in it
because it is partly our success too. And because where we get to
in life is not just down to us, we want to make sure everyone is
able to turn their talent and effort into success as well – to the
benefit of us all. The distinctive centre left insight is that this
won’t happen naturally, or simply by removing impediments: it
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requires positive actions to overcome concentrations of power
and structured injustices. Similarly, people show compassion and
provide support to others when times are hard because
someone’s troubles and the disadvantages they face are never all
their own doing; they are partly our collective responsibility too.
This is an expression of interdependence and relies on all of us
acting reciprocally and fulfilling our reciprocal obligations to
each other.

These are the instincts of decency and compassion that we
aspire to in our own lives – and we should shape our politics
around them too. But what do they mean in political and policy
terms? And what, in turn, does that mean for our account of
equality?

Building on the thinking of Amartya Sen and his theory of
capabilities, Jo Wolff’s concept of a ‘society of equals’ gives us a
good starting point. Wolff argues that:
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A society of equals is a society in which disadvantages do not cluster, a society
where there is no clear answer to the question of who is the worst off. To
achieve this, governments need to give special attention to the way patterns of
disadvantage form and persist, and to take steps to break up such clusters.22

This broadens out a concern for equality to the range of
factors that affect whether people have the power to lead good
lives, within the context of a reciprocal society. It draws on
Michael Walzer’s concept of ‘complex equality’ and Elizabeth
Andersen’s idea of ‘democratic equality’ – especially around the
importance of power relationships.23 In some areas ‘declustering
disadvantage’ will require ensuring that all citizens have access to
a basic set of goods, for instance access to high quality public
services, democratic rights and a sustainable environment. In
others, a concern for the distribution of a given capability will be
important. For example, a society of equals is incompatible with
huge concentrations of economic power with the resulting
potential for the domination of sectional or vested interests.
These are likely to undermine the conditions for a reciprocal
society, such as people having a sense of being bound together in
a shared life.



This more plural approach also avoids the policy and
political weakness of a technical or mechanistic measure of
equality, while avoiding the limitations of a thin equality of
opportunity or meritocracy. By not addressing the structure of
power and advantage, the latter ends up promising opportunity
but leaving many only with the shame of having failed to achieve
an unrealisable dream. The vision of a society of equals
emphasises the importance of individual agency and freedom,
but recognises that this grows from, and depends on, the context
and structure within which lives are led. Alinksy expresses this
goal as being about ‘the creation of those circumstances in which
man can have the chance to live by values that give meaning to
life’.24 This approach also calls on us to focus on challenging
actual injustices rather than simply debating abstract or perfect
justice. Trying to work out what might be the ideal level of the
Gini coefficient is far less important than identifying real-world
injustices that can actually be acted upon, and then doing so.
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3 What is the problem with
inequality?
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The next task is to identify which inequalities constrain the goal
of a Britain of powerful people and a reciprocal society, and
why? One of the basic arguments in this paper is that this
question cannot be reduced to a simple, single or timeless
answer. The drivers and impacts of unjustified inequalities need
to be considered across a range of domains. There will rightly be
ongoing democratic debate and political struggle about which
are the most important capabilities (or ‘functionings’ as Sen
would describe them). But the following list should be fairly
uncontroversial: good health and education, a decent standard of
living, secure housing, basic democratic and legal rights, access
to employment, personal and physical security and a sustainable
environment. These are crucial to making people powerful, while
both requiring and fostering a more reciprocal society.

A comprehensive egalitarian and democratic agenda
informed by such a framework is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, it should certainly seek to address unjustified
inequalities in power and opportunity that pertain in public
services, the economy and our democracy, as well as in income
and wealth. The aim here is to offer a potential framework for
thinking about policy and to give some specific examples. Given
the focus of the One Society campaign, these will focus on the
concern about those at the very top ‘pulling away’ from the rest
of us. The objective is to show that being precise about what is
most problematic about the drivers and impacts of inequality can
help to guide an effective policy agenda and a popular political
argument to address those problems.

The debate about the ‘super-rich’ used to be about David
Beckham. Now it is about Fred Goodwin, the RBS Board, and
occasionally public sector ‘fat cats’. Public hostility towards the
‘super-rich’ has rocketed over the last two years. Opinion polls



suggest the introduction of the new 50 per cent tax rate and the
windfall tax on bank bonuses carry wide public support.25 This
is rooted in the sense of injustice about a small group of people
taking risks whose costs are being borne by others. Many also
quite reasonably question whether anyone can possibly need
millions of pounds to live on. However, the question of how
much is too much is likely to be highly contested.

The problems with trying to put a cap on top pay are
practical and principled. First, it is hard to see how an upper cap
could be agreed against any non-arbitrary criteria. The Low Pay
Commission makes minimum wage recommendations based on a
simple (if not entirely objective) rule: how high can it be without
costing jobs? Also, it would imply that generating wealth, and
benefiting in proportion, is wrong, when this is central to driving
prosperity which society can then share. Of course many in the
banking sector did precisely the opposite of both in the years
leading up to the credit crunch. Perhaps most problematically, a
cap on top pay would offer a cosmetic sense that ‘something is
being done’, without challenging the causes of unjustified
inequalities and diverting attention from real or lasting change.

Therefore, if we reject the idea of a statutory maximum
wage, it would be more fruitful to look at what is driving very
high rewards (and the inequalities that result) and their impacts
on other people and society as a whole. In this spirit, there are
perhaps five key questions to ask:

What is the problem with inequality?

1 Are the institutions and processes that set such high rewards
operating in a fair, open and accountable way?

2 Are people in receipt of such high rewards making their
contribution to society?

3 Are the impacts of such high rewards causing harm to others?
4 Are the inequalities arising from such high rewards having a

negative impact on individuals or society, either directly or
indirectly?

5 Are we raising sufficient resources to support our goals for
people and society, including addressing unjustified 
inequalities?



We might well think it both ridiculous and regrettable that
city bankers or sports people or pop stars earn as much as they
do – especially given how little millions of others are paid and
have to live on in comparison. But, in political terms,
confronting these five questions offers a far more promising
avenue than a debate about whether a given person’s level of pay
is too high. The consequences of addressing these questions with
radical solutions would be highly likely to reduce income
inequality, but in a more enduring way.

Let us put this approach to the test by thinking through the
answers to these questions, particularly in relation to the
financial crisis. On the first, bank remuneration committees were
opaque, unrepresentative and monopolistic. Pay was set
unilaterally, rather than negotiated within firms. On the second,
there is justified outrage when people avoid paying tax while
benefiting from living and working in our society. On the third,
the structure of rewards in the financial sector encouraged
people to seek short term profit maximisation, often based on
activities of little underlying productive or socially useful value,
at great risk to all of our jobs, savings and mortgages. This was
partly based on the institutional architecture of governance,
ownership and remuneration in the financial sector. In this
instance, the drivers of high rewards had a direct negative impact
on the rest of society given the banking crisis they provoked.

On the fourth, the research underpinning The Spirit Level
highlights the negative impacts of inequality on everyone in
society – including the rich – for instance on mental health,
crime and community cohesion.26 Action to reduce inequalities
can therefore benefit those at ‘the top’ of society as well as those
in the middle and at the bottom. Also, when large inequalities,
across a number of domains cause people to lead lives that are
virtually unrecognisable from each other, the reality of shared
fate and the conditions for a reciprocal society are put in peril.
This risks undercutting the necessary foundations for a
democratic agenda: that our lives are implicated in each other’s
and whether or not they go well are intertwined.27 We also care
when the consequences of high rewards are inequalities that
enable some to enjoy undeserved advantages or to exercise
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disproportionate power over others (which, in turn, tend to
reinforce these inequalities further). Examples of this can be seen
in our democracy, housing market and education system. On the
fifth and final question – how much revenue is needed to shape
the kind of Britain we want? – the answer is more empirical and
subjective, but important to factor in nonetheless.

These are not necessarily the definitive questions to pose,
or the only or best way to think about responding to them.
Others will no doubt disagree and want to challenge both. This
is a good debate to have. Indeed the main point is to suggest
that this is a more fruitful avenue for egalitarian politics and
policy than debating the appropriate upper limit on someone’s
pay or indeed the optimum level of the Gini coefficient. The final
sections of this paper explore further why this might be the case.

What is the problem with inequality?







4 What should Labour do
about inequality?
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The argument in this paper is that Labour should identify and
address those inequalities, which – in their drivers and impacts –
undermine the goal of making people more powerful and society
more reciprocal. Before turning to specifics, it is worth
distinguishing two types of policy response that are needed to
further such an egalitarian project. In some areas government
will need to intervene directly to guarantee or shape certain
desired outcomes. Redistributing resources and ensuring
minimum standards in public service provision is a good
example of this. People can debate the appropriate extent and
effectiveness of such measures, but this is certainly the type of
policy most consistently pursued by Labour in seeking greater
equality over the last 13 years. In many cases this is important
and essential. Indeed, guaranteeing protection against long term
unemployment and ensuring that work provides a decent
standard of living are two areas where this type of approach
should be extended.

But there is also a second type of approach, which Labour
should think harder about in developing its next phase of policy.
This would prioritise shaping more egalitarian ‘rules of the
game’ so that concentrations of power are challenged and
citizens can exercise their individual and collective agency to
shape the outcomes they seek. Examples of such arena could
include economic institutions and corporate governance,
democratic reforms that spread power and public services that
give people greater control. This more ‘active equality’ is about
asking what people, not just government, are prepared to do to
make society more equal. It asks them to play their part rather
than just having it ‘done to them’ or imposed on them. It is a
more demanding but also more empowering approach. This
could manifest itself in people’s roles as workers, managers,



owners, voters, neighbours, campaigners or parents. Rather than
a more equal society simply being ‘delivered’ by government, it
must also be fought for by a citizen movement. Both elements
are essential.

Such ‘active equality’28 is fundamentally concerned about
ensuring democratic and egalitarian processes; giving people the
real power to shape outcomes that are right for them. It is rooted
in a belief that it is always better for people to achieve things for
themselves and alongside others, than having them done to them
or for them. This is inspired by Alinsky’s argument that ‘there
can be no darker or devastating tragedy than the death of man’s
faith in himself and his power to direct his future’.29 This type of
approach does not mean ‘less state’, and certainly does mean
being more attuned to the way the market can undermine
people’s power and freedom. It also means using the state
differently to ensure more equal power and freedom to act –
especially through institutions and processes – rather than just
pursing greater equality directly though standardisation and
uniformity. The objective here is ‘actively equal persons’ where
liberty is understood as ‘equally distributed freedom’.30 ‘Active
equality’ also means remembering that with power comes
responsibility and reciprocity – right across society – including
the importance of people fulfilling their obligations to one
another. This links the obligation to work in the welfare system
to the obligation to contribute tax among the ‘super-rich’.

An effective policy agenda will always need a combination
of these two types of approach. It will also require getting the
role of both the market and the state right: harnessing their
potential where possible, constraining their excesses where
necessary. One of the lessons of Labour in government is that it
has been insufficiently critical of both. It too often let the market
dictate the outcome and was then too reliant (and optimistic)
about the capacity of the state to alleviate the consequences. In
the context of inequality, this created a pernicious mix. High
levels of market inequality were argued to be inevitable, leaving
too much for the state to do to engineer greater equality from
above. In short, Labour has been too hands off with the market
and then too hands on with the state. One of the negative
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consequences of this combination has been to disempower
citizens and squeeze society, underplaying the latter’s
autonomous role in creating a more equal society in ways not
sanctioned or controlled by the state. An important point to
remember about ‘active equality’ is that it won’t always be
possible to know in advance what the result will be – nor will the
outcomes be easily measured or tracked on a graph.

Based on the analysis of the challenges posed by the drivers
and impacts of inequality, specifically as associated with the
‘super-rich’, and the approach to egalitarian and democratic
change outlined above, what should Labour’s next policy agenda
in this area be?

The first point to make is that the tax and benefits system
should be made more progressive. The same study that high-
lights the effect of ‘benefits in kind’ on inequality also underlines
the contribution of taxes and transfers to narrowing income
differences. For example, the Gini coefficient for original market
income is 0.52, falling to 0.38 for post tax and transfer income
(at the household level). This process also reduces the ratio of
income between the top and bottom deciles from 16:1 to 7:1.31

Ideas for reform in this area are widely discussed elsewhere,32

and their implications range far beyond the particular focus of
egalitarian attention here – the pulling away of the ‘super-rich’.

However, challenging the most regressive aspects of the
current system should be a priority for Labour, in particular, the
scandal that some of the poorest people end up paying the
highest proportion of their income in tax and face some of the
highest marginal tax rates on their earnings.33 A decent standard
of living is central to having real power (and any meaningful
understanding of capabilities), with a particular priority for
ending child poverty and in-work poverty.34

However, the focus here is on a broader egalitarian policy
agenda. This is inspired by the notion of ‘active equality’, which
should complement the direct redistributive steps government
should continue to make to reduce those inequalities which
undermine a Britain of powerful people and a reciprocal society.
They aim to ensure fair contribution, spread power and rewards,
and restrict the advantages of affluence.
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Ensure that anyone benefiting from living and
working in the UK pays tax here
Tax avoidance (legal) and tax evasion (illegal) are highly
complex issues – generating work for many lawyers and
accountants, not to mention tax officials.35 However, the idea
that anyone benefiting from living and working in the UK
should pay tax in the UK is a fairly basic principle of a reciprocal
society, where we fulfil our obligations to one another. Tax
evasion is equivalent to benefit fraud, and we should be similarly
intolerant of both.36 However, current tax rules allow some –
often very wealthy people – to live, work and educate their
children in this country without contributing to the funds which
pay for the public goods from which they benefit. This arises
from the UK’s byzantine rules around where people are
‘resident’ and ‘domiciled’.

It is impossible to design a perfect tax system that leads to
the collection of 100 per cent of tax due. However, tax should be
designed around clear principles, with rules that make avoidance
or evasion as difficult as possible. In relation to current residency
and non-domicile rules, this is decisively not the case. They make
it difficult to ascertain the tax liability of those arriving and
leaving the UK, while allowing UK citizens to avoid paying tax
but to continue to benefit from living and working here, by
claiming residency elsewhere. The category of ‘non-doms’ –
which virtually no other country has – enables non-UK citizens
to draw on our public goods while paying no UK tax by keeping
vast amounts of their income and assets abroad.

Tax expert Richard Murphy has recently put forward
proposals, alongside others, to remedy this situation, which merit
serious attention.37 In essence these reforms would involve
scrapping the ‘non-dom’ status and creating clearer rules for
both UK citizens moving abroad and non-UK citizens coming
here to live and work. Under these rules the former group would
be required to pay UK tax on their worldwide income, unless
they could prove they were paying tax on an equivalent basis in
another country where they had taken up residence (this would
obviously not include a tax haven). For the latter a simpler
residency test would be applied, based on a set of objective
questions rather than the number of nights that someone spends
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in the country, as currently applies and is easily manipulated. For
people arriving and leaving repeatedly, a test assessing their
enduring links with the UK would be used, like holding a
passport, owning property or educating their children here.

Ensuring these rules work in practice requires the tax
authorities to have a more effective means to discover the
worldwide income of those liable, or potentially liable, to pay
UK tax. This could be achieved through more proactive
international information sharing among financial institutions
and tax authorities. These would have the added benefit of
challenging the remaining tax havens, as the G20 committed to
doing when world leaders met in London in 2009.

Because of the complexity of tax rules there is considerable
detail to be worked through in implementing changes such as
these. And they won’t be perfect. However, the principle
expressed here is simple, and our current rules fall far short of it.
Such reforms would be highly likely to raise significant tax
revenue, contributing to reducing the deficit, though any
estimate would be speculative at best. In truth, this is a
secondary consideration to the fulfilment of one of the basic
principles of a reciprocal society: if you take out, you put in.

Open up remuneration committees to employees and
investors – and limit the number someone can 
sit on
In response to concerns about spiraling executive pay, the
government-commissioned Walker Review has called for
companies to disclose the number of people paid over £1 million
a year (plus a slightly wider remit for remuneration
committees).38 Some have argued that this is too timid – that it
sets the bar for disclosure too high and does not identify the
names of highly paid individuals.39 However, there is evidence
that benchmarking and peer comparisons played a significant
role in astronomical executive rewards before the crash.40 There
is surely a risk that greater transparency would exacerbate this
dynamic, serving only to ratchet up top boardroom pay further.
Having said that, the argument for ‘within firm’ pay
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transparency might well play out differently, where questions
about the distribution of rewards and the importance of
negotiating pay play out much more directly. The average ratio
of boss-to-worker pay among the FTSE 100 has now reached 66:1
(excluding stock options).41

The real question here is one of power, and in particular,
the concentration of power among those responsible for setting
top corporate rewards. There is good evidence that the growth in
executive pay during the 1990s and 2000s grew significantly
faster than could be explained by firm size, performance or
industrial classification. For example, Bebchuk and Grinstein
find that had the relationship of compensation to these
explanatory variables been the same in the USA in 1993 as it was
in 2003, average (mean) compensation would have been about
half the size it actually reached.42 This suggests that rather than
remuneration committees acting efficiently to set top rewards in
line with merit, or even shareholder value, they more often
reflected the market power of the participants (tempered by the
so-called ‘outrage constraint’ and exacerbated by peer
comparisons).43

Therefore, rather than seeking to cap high pay, focus
should be on reforming the institutions and processes that set
executive rewards in ways which spread power and encourage
internal transparency. This could be done by requiring
remuneration committees to include employee representatives,
either through a recognised trade union or elected works council.
Along with shareholders, this would balance power and ensure
that decisions about pay were negotiated among all those with a
relevant interest. Limiting the number of different firms’
remuneration committees that any one person can sit on would
also restrict the ‘you scratch my back I’ll scratch yours’, cartel-
like phenomenon where executives end up setting each other’s
pay and bonuses. Widening the interests represented on
remuneration committees would also be an important step
towards greater democracy in the economy.

In this context, both Germany and Sweden offer potential
models of corporate governance from which we could learn.44 In
the former, power is split between the supervisory board, which
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is responsible for strategic decision making (eg investments,
mergers and acquisitions, and the structure of rewards), and the
management board, which is responsible for the day to day
running of the firm. Under German law, all companies with over
2,000 staff must include employee representatives on supervisory
boards. In addition, firms with at least five employees are
entitled to elect a works council, which has the right to negotiate
with management on key strategic decisions.45 Analysis of the
impact of these structures concludes that:
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The existence of an effective majority of employee representatives on the
supervisory boards of large firms, and tax and legal rules that favour the
stable, relational shareholdings of banks and networked firms amount to
institutional features that restrain executive pay…46

It is worth noting that such restraint on executive pay is not
the principal objective of this policy. The main goal is to spread
power within the firm and give a broader range of interested
parties a voice in important decisions about its direction. The
outcome – which will be decided by the people involved – is
secondary to the process – which we should aim to ensure is as
egalitarian and democratic as possible. This reform should be
complemented by more active attempts to harness the potential
for the Information and Consultation regulations to increase
employee voice, via trade unions or other workplace
representatives.47 An agenda along these lines would provide a
basis for a modern trade union movement to revive and
strengthen its role on behalf of working people within
organisations.

Promote a greater diversity of ownership models,
starting with the remutualisation of Northern Rock
Questions of ownership have been largely absent from debates
about political economy for far too long. In decoupling itself
from a dogmatic belief in nationalisation, Labour became silent
and appeared indifferent to the politics of ownership entirely.
This is especially problematic for the centre left given the links



between ownership and the distribution of both power and
rewards. The credit crunch was caused because both had become
too concentrated and too undemocratic. Individual banks had
become too big to fail. The banking sector had sacrificed
diversity and pluralism. Maximising shareholder value had come
to dominate all other potential business motives. Reward
structures encouraged reward hording. Counterbalancing
interests – employees, consumers and locality – had been
marginalised, excluded and disempowered. The consequence
was that banks and the banking sector no longer served their
vital purpose within society, only a narrow, sectional interest. In
the end, even that proved to be self-defeating.

The lesson from this episode is that any future egalitarian
and democratic agenda must engage with questions of
ownership. This should be driven by two core concerns. First,
the value of a diversity of organisational types and ownership
structures within the economy. In the financial sector, for
instance, this would help spread risks. In the wider economy it
would help cater for a range of valuable purposes – providing
high quality services, developing new products, protecting the
environment, creating and sustaining good jobs – which can’t all
be reduced to shareholder value. In considering these issues,
Will Davies marks an important distinction between ‘profit
maximising’ and ‘profit making’ organisations.48 This is the
difference between firms that pursue a profit alongside other
interests (like workers or the environment), and those that
pursue profit at the expense of other interests. Second, the value
of greater democracy within firms. Wherever possible, decision
making should be negotiated among the interests of owners,
workers, users and locality. Proposals to reform remuneration
committees and promote vehicles for employee voice draw
directly on this imperative.

This suggests there would be considerable benefits from a
larger, stronger sector of mutually owned organisations within
the UK economy. These could take a variety of forms, such as
building societies, cooperatives, endowments, housing associa-
tions and employee owned businesses. Indirect employee owner-
ship offers a particularly attractive mix. This is an arrangement
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where all workers are automatically joint shareholders of the
firm, with the right to involvement in strategic decision making
and a dividend on profits. However, employees cannot add to or
sell their equity stake, so the assets are locked so they can be
handed on to future workers (perhaps by being held by an
independently managed employee benefit trust).

All the potential models of mutual ownership aim to
pursue a broader set of interests than simply shareholder value –
and so are likely to create a favourable context for power to be
negotiated and decision making to be more democratic. There 
is also evidence that mutuals demonstrate strong productivity
and higher job satisfaction among workers. For example, the
Employee Ownership Index, which measures firms with a signifi-
cant amount of direct employee share ownership, has out-
performed the FTSE 100 by an average of 10 per cent per year
since 1992.49

The role for government and public policy in encouraging
such a diversity of ownership models is not simple or
straightforward. By definition, such organisations must not be
sponsored by, or clients of, the state – just as they are not purely
about maximising profit or shareholder value. However, there
are things that can be done – and there is no such thing as
government indifference in industrial policy. For example, Will
Davies has proposed restoring tax advantages to employee
benefit trusts, which underpin indirect employee ownership, and
creating a public (non-state) endowment to provide financing to
support the establishment and growth of employee owned firms.
To demonstrate intent and commitment to pluralism in the UK
economy, the government should remutualise Northern Rock
when it is ready to be moved out of state ownership –
strengthening diversity and competition in financial services.

Widen parental choice and ensure fair admissions in
education by ending selection by house price
Educational standards have risen since 1997. There are fewer
failing schools and evidence suggests that the link between
parental background and attainment has been weakened, if far
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from yet broken.50 However, in some areas of the country there
are still too few good schools for parents to choose between,
while de facto selection by house price restricts that choice still
further for many. Research by Bristol University has found that
pupils eligible for free school meals (a proxy indicator for
disadvantage) have a 44 per cent chance of living near a good
school, but those ineligible for free school meals have a 61 per
cent chance of living near a good school.51

In recent years Labour has toughened up the rules on
admissions by requiring schools to abide by a statutory code.
However, this still means that parents need to live within a
school’s catchment area to apply and allows schools to use a
geographic ‘proximity test’ to discriminate between applications
when they are oversubscribed. The consequences of this are that
there is a significant premium on housing close to sought after
schools, as parents naturally want to move there if they can
afford to. The result is that schools often end up choosing
parents rather than the other way around. This phenomenon
means that access to the best schools in our country can
effectively, if indirectly, be bought. It also militates against mixed
communities and contributes to educational segregation.

The solution is to open up the supply of education,
radically widen parental choice, and make admission rules truly
fair. There is a need for more places at more good schools. This
could be achieved by making it easier for new schools to be set
up, for successful existing ones to expand, and for failing schools
to be closed down or taken over. Then catchment areas should
be broken open – either expanding their size considerably or
abolishing them entirely – allowing parents to apply to a much
wider range of schools (ranking their top choices). The
application process should then be brought forward significantly
to enable the supply of school places to respond as much as
possible to changes in demand. Subsidy for school transport
should also be increased to make this wider choice meaningful,
with a reasonable cap.

Where schools are oversubscribed they would be able to
give priority to siblings and should also do so for looked after
children. However, beyond this, places at oversubscribed schools
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should be determined by ballot. Where parents did not gain a
place at their first choice school they would then follow the same
process at their second choice and so on. The evidence suggests
that the vast majority of parents would get a place for their child
at either their first or second choice – though these would be
made from a far larger pool of options.52 If this evidence was
borne out in practice, parents could be offered a guarantee that
they would get one of their top choices.

Protect democracy from being bought by sectional
interests by limiting the size of donations to political
parties
When politics comes into contact with big money the effect is
invariably negative, palpably demonstrated by the scandal of
MPs’ expenses, but also apparent in the controversy often
surrounding large donations to political parties or when the
outcome of elections rests more on the size of the war chest than
the value of ideas. A rich and thriving democracy is not cost free;
it requires people’s time and – yes – their money. Indeed
contributing to political causes – community organisations,
pressure groups and trade unions, as well as political parties –
should be seen as a valued civic act. However, the corrosive
impact of large, personal donations means that this is rarely the
way they are viewed within the political system. There have been
widespread calls for democratic and political reforms over the
last year, but the impact of any such changes will be limited
unless action is taken to prevent big money buying political
power and influence.

The first step is to set a low cap on individual donations to
political parties. This could be in the hundreds or low thousands
of pounds. It should certainly be no more than £5,000 – a tenth
of the £50,000 that David Cameron has proposed, which would
still mean parties chasing donations from wealthy individuals.
This should be combined with a reduction in the total amount
that parties can spend both during general election campaigns
and in the years between them. Applying these annual caps to
individual constituencies would prevent parties piling resources
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into marginal areas while neglecting ‘safe seats’. Combined with
electoral reform, this would encourage political parties to focus
their policy, resources and campaigning energy on the whole
country – not just so-called swing voters and marginal seats.
Providing tax relief on the first proportion of money given would
create an incentive for parties to seek such small donations from
the many rather than larger ones from the few. Parties would
require hundreds of thousands of supporters rather than
hundreds of thousand-pound donors.

However, even with these steps, a tight restriction on
individual donations would be likely to leave a gap in the
funding required to enable political parties to promote a vibrant
democracy. This means biting the bullet of public funding for
political parties, within the context of lower annual and election
spending limits. Democracy needs money, but from a democratic
source or it will remain dominated by those who have money
themselves. However, the state shouldn’t sponsor democracy and
the market shouldn’t dominate it. One option would be to create
a public endowment for democracy, jointly managed by
representatives of each of the parties and independent
individuals, from which all of the parties could draw in
proportion to their electoral support. This funding should not be
used for newspaper advertising or billboard posters, precision
bombing narrowly segmented groups of voters, but offered in
return for parties engaging the public through local democracy
and activism. This would incentivise them to return to their roots
as vehicles for local people to come together to change their
communities. Deprived of big donations, and with restrictions on
the use of public money, the only way parties would be able to
sustain themselves financially would be through broad-based
and local support.

For Labour, such reforms would pose questions about how
the party maintained its historic and vital link with the trade
union movement. The money that trade unions currently
contribute towards the Labour Party represents a collective
donation on behalf of millions of working people. Under the
proposals put forward in the Phillips review of party funding,
Labour would sacrifice its block grants but continue to receive
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financial support via direct donations through the affiliation
system. This would keep big money out of politics while keeping
Labour rooted in the lives of working people – and encouraging
the party to engage properly with the hundreds of thousands of
individual trade unionists who are linked to it. For the
Conservatives, these reforms would raise questions about its
financial dependence on Lord Ashcroft and other wealthy
donors. Irrespective of the adjustments that such reforms would
require for all the main parties, the important principle would be
that wealth could no longer buy political power and that
democracy was not for sale.

Encourage the spreading of wealth by taxing the
receiver of inheritance, rather than the giver
Holding wealth – in the form of savings, pensions, property or
shares – gives people greater freedom to take risks and greater
resilience against insecurity.53 Wealth also tends to multiply:
having money helps a lot in gaining more of it. However, wealth
is more unequally distributed than income (and less heavily
taxed), while its transmission across generations confer
advantages that are often neither earned nor deserved. The most
recent figures show that the Gini coefficient for total household
wealth was 0.61,54 around double that for income (after taxes
and transfers). The bottom half of households in Britain own
just 9 per cent of the country’s total wealth, while the top half
own 91 per cent.55 The wealthiest fifth of households own 62 per
cent. This is driven by a range of factors, including patterns of
income, housing ownership and inheritance.56

Where inherited advantages drive greater inequality, and
where the impact of that inequality unfairly disadvantages
others, it poses a particular challenge to the egalitarian vision
proposed in this paper. This is clearly the case in the context of
transmissions of wealth between generations, which give some
people a far greater (yet unearned) freedom to act and plan.
Access to the housing market is a good example, especially
where this drives up prices to the extent that getting on the
housing ladder becomes unaffordable for many. As Warren
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Buffett famously said: ‘The perfect amount of money to leave
children is enough so that they would feel they could do
anything, but not so much that they could do nothing.’ Inherited
wealth drives unjustified inequalities, and perpetuates them
across generations.

Inheritance tax has been central to political debate over the
past couple of years – and elicits strong views among both its
defenders and opponents. To focus on the facts, inheritance tax
is a tax on estates, levied when their owner dies. The first
£325,000 of an estate can be passed on tax free, and wealth
above this threshold is subject to a 40 per cent tax (with some
exemptions). It is a tax currently paid by around 6 per cent of
estates, partly because it is relatively easy to avoid, not least by
passing on wealth prior to the last seven years of life. This means
that the rich, but not super-rich, are disproportionately affected
by inheritance tax because their wealth tends to be locked up in
their homes and so is harder to gift during someone’s lifetime.

Public attitudes data suggests that inheritance tax is one of
the most unpopular taxes. One of the main reasons is that it is
seen as a form of ‘double taxation’, where people who have paid
tax on their income during their life are taxed on it again at
death. The big exception to this is the untaxed appreciation of
housing wealth. Notwithstanding this, there is some validity to
the general objection, which points towards the direction for
reform. The principle is this: we should tax the receiver not the
giver. They, after all, are the people who benefit from the
transmission of wealth without earning it themselves. This could
be done by replacing inheritance tax with a gift tax – or capital
receipts tax – where people are taxed on assets they are given
over a certain threshold over their lifetime.57 The level of this
personal allowance and the marginal tax rate above that level
would determine whether a reform along these lines was revenue
raising, saving or neutral. In any case, it would have the
advantage of encouraging people passing on wealth to spread it
among a number of people.

This policy package is proposed with a recognition of the
constraints currently imposed by the scale of the public finance
deficit. The overall fiscal impact of the measures depends on
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their precise design, though in a number of cases there are
choices for policy makers. Any net revenue raised should be split
between paying down the deficit and ending the scandal of
poverty among working people, through a combination of
boosting in-work incomes and reducing the tax burden on the
low paid.
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Conclusion: the political case
for equality

61

This paper has made the case for a shift in Labour’s attitude and
approach to equality from the one that has largely, if quietly,
dominated during its period in government. Its potential rests,
fundamentally, on whether it is right and would work. However,
there are reasons to think that it would also be (more) politically
popular and carry broad(er) public support.

First, as Ben Jackson has argued, some of the great
egalitarian political leaders of the twentieth century combined
anger about vested interests and concentrations of power with a
vision of shared prosperity and security, to build majority
coalitions for change – rather than direct appeals to abstract
equality.58 Lloyd George, Attlee and Roosevelt all fall into this
category. Similarly, the dissonance between a sizable majority 
of the public being concerned about the gap between rich and
poor, but ambivalent towards government redistributing
resources to reduce it,59 is initially confusing. However, the
argument and agenda set out here aims precisely to bridge 
that gap.

By seeking to affect the drivers and limit the impacts of
inequalities – as well as directly ameliorating them – this
egalitarian argument responds to what the voting public find
troubling about the ‘gaps’ in our society in a way that resonates
with a widely shared sense of justice and fairness. Why
inequalities have arisen and what their consequences are matters
to people.60 A policy agenda informed by ‘active equality’ –
complementing traditional redistribution – emphasises the role
of human agency, individual initiative and collective organisation
in bringing about change. This argument also has the potential
to challenge effectively David Cameron’s attempt to present the
Conservatives as the party best placed to tackle inequality. He
might wish Britain was more equal, but his hostility to the state,



his confusion about society, and his silence about the market
suggests he is not prepared to will the ends.

Labour should be proud but not satisfied with its record on
inequality. Renewing its egalitarian agenda can help convince the
public that it still has the ideas and energy to govern. To make
further progress towards greater equality it should demonstrate
how the potential of politics can harness the power of people to
confront manifest injustices so as to build a better society for us
all. This is the enduring Labour case for equality and should be
remade again for today.

Conclusion: the political case for equality
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impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this Licence or the recipients’
exercise of the rights granted hereunder.You may not sublicence the Work.You must keep
intact all notices that refer to this Licence and to the disclaimer of warranties.You may not
distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any
technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with
the terms of this Licence Agreement.The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a
Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to
be made subject to the terms of this Licence. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice
from any Licencor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any
reference to such Licensor or the Original Author, as requested.

B You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3 above in any manner that
is primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary
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compensation.The exchange of the Work for other copyrighted works by means of digital
filesharing or otherwise shall not be considered to be intended for or directed toward
commercial advantage or private monetary compensation, provided there is no payment of
any monetary compensation in connection with the exchange of copyrighted works.

C If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or
any Collective Works,You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and give the
Original Author credit reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing by conveying the
name (or pseudonym if applicable) of the Original Author if supplied; the title of the Work if
supplied. Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that
in the case of a Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other
comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other
comparable authorship credit.

5 Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
A By offering the Work for public release under this Licence, Licensor represents and warrants

that, to the best of Licensor’s knowledge after reasonable inquiry:
i Licensor has secured all rights in the Work necessary to grant the licence rights hereunder

and to permit the lawful exercise of the rights granted hereunder without You having any
obligation to pay any royalties, compulsory licence fees, residuals or any other payments;

ii The Work does not infringe the copyright, trademark, publicity rights, common law rights or
any other right of any third party or constitute defamation, invasion of privacy or other
tortious injury to any third party.

B except as expressly stated in this licence or otherwise agreed in writing or required by
applicable law,the work is licenced on an 'as is'basis,without warranties of any kind, either
express or implied including,without limitation,any warranties regarding the contents or
accuracy of the work.

6 Limitation on Liability
Except to the extent required by applicable law, and except for damages arising from liability
to a third party resulting from breach of the warranties in section 5, in no event will licensor be
liable to you on any legal theory for any special, incidental,consequential, punitive or
exemplary damages arising out of this licence or the use of the work, even if licensor has been
advised of the possibility of such damages.

7 Termination
A This Licence and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach

by You of the terms of this Licence. Individuals or entities who have received Collective
Works from You under this Licence,however, will not have their licences terminated provided
such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licences. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7,
and 8 will survive any termination of this Licence.

B Subject to the above terms and conditions, the licence granted here is perpetual (for the
duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor
reserves the right to release the Work under different licence terms or to stop distributing the
Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this
Licence (or any other licence that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of
this Licence), and this Licence will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated
above.

8 Miscellaneous
A Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, Demos

offers to the recipient a licence to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the licence
granted to You under this Licence.

B If any provision of this Licence is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not
affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Licence, and without
further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the
minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

C No term or provision of this Licence shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to
unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with
such waiver or consent.

D This Licence constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work
licensed here.There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the
Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may
appear in any communication from You.This Licence may not be modified without the mutual
written agreement of Demos and You.
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“Active equality means
people having the
power to act together to
bring about change…”

SOCIETY OF EQUALS

Graeme Cooke

The quest for greater equality is a central mission in Labour
politics. As the election approaches, the party needs a new
egalitarian agenda to broaden and deepen its attack on
inequality. The goal should be a Britain of powerful people in
a reciprocal society – rooted in an understanding of shared
fate and the ways a more equal society benefits us all. 

This means challenging concentrations of power and
structural injustice – harnessing the state, markets and society
where possible, and curbing each where necessary. In
government Labour has sometimes been too hands off with
the market and too hands on with the state; too unwilling to
challenge market outcomes, then overly reliant on the state as
a corrective force. Both the state and markets can empower,
but both can overpower too. 

Labour should combine government’s essential role in
redistributing resources with the pursuit of ‘active equality’.
This means ensuring the rules of the game are democratic and
egalitarian, so people have the real power to shape the
outcomes they seek, alongside others. It lights the way
towards a richer policy agenda and a more powerful case for
equality consistent with Labour’s core traditions and values.

Graeme Cooke is head of the Open Left project at Demos.
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